
5.  Future & References

4.  Results1.  Context

3.   Controlling information separation

2.   Intuition & HybridNet architecture

▸Explicitly separates discriminative and complementary 
information into two branches

▸Classification branch: discriminative info. / partial reconstr.
▸Unsupervised branch: complementary info. / complem. rec.
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▸ Improving classification score on partially labeled data (< 5%)
▸Auto-encoder based semi-sup. with classif. and reconstr.
▸Problem: antagonists costs
▸ Classification requires information loss
⇒ invariant features & good generalization

▸ Reconstruction requires information conservation
⇒ correct reconstruction of the input

▸Related work:
▸ Auto-encoder w/ skip connections (LadderNet[1], SWWAE[2])
▸ Classifier w/ stability based regularization (no reconstr.)[3,4,5]

Dataset CIFAR-10 STL-10 SVHN
Nb. of labeled images 1000 4000 1000 1000
Nb. of unlabeled images ~50k ~100k ~600k

AE-based (Ladder[1]) 20.40
AE-based (SWWAE[2]) 25.7 23.6
Stability only (MT[5]) 10.10 06.23 16.8 04.2
Classif. baseline 45.22 15.45 18.0 10.0
HybridNet 08.81 06.09 15.9 02.5
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▸Controls the behavior of information separation

▸Encourage discriminative / invariant features in Ec
▸Classification loss ℒ$%& = CrossEntropy(y, =y)

▸Stability loss[3-5] ℒ&*+,-%-*. = =? @ − BC @

BC @ = EMA =? @

▸Extract additional info. & balance branches
▸Reconstruction loss ℒ01$ = =x − x

▸Branch balancing backpropagate ℒ01$ only in the branch 
making the largest error btwn =GH − G and =GI − G

Semi-sup. state-of-the-art results

Visualization of information separation
Shows loss of information in Ec and correction by Eu
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▸ResNet-based model. N labeled samples, JN
10

per class, rest of the dataset unlabeled
▸Surpasses comparable stability & AE-based 

baselines on standard benchmarks


